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1.0 Introduction
Boffa Miskell Limited (BML) have been engaged by Summerset Villages (Waikanae) Limited
(Summerset) to prepare a Landscape and Visual Assessment for a proposed retirement village at 32
Park Avenue, Waikanae. The total land area of the Site is 25.5 ha with approximately 8 ha to be used
for the proposed village to be located centrally within the Site. The remaining 17.5 ha of balance land
will be partly used for associated amenities and infrastructure. The balance land could also potentially
be used to accommodate future residential lots. Any possible further subdivision would be applied
for as a separate future consent.
This application for Earthworks & Land-Use Resource Consent includes earthworks to construct the
Village and approach road from Park Avenue. It includes earthworks and construction for an exitonly road which extends into the northern area of the Site, linking into Ferndale Drive. No further
subdivision consent is being applied for at this time.
The Site is located adjacent to, but elevated from, the Kāpiti Expressway (State Highway 1) with the
legal access from 32 Park Avenue. The Site works include earthworks for the village, the main
approach road off Park Avenue (including proposed stormwater ponds) and earthworks for the village
exit only road to the north.
The village is proposed to total 293 retirement units, consisting of villas, cottages and townhouses,
as well as 76 assisted living suites and 20 memory care suites housed in the main building. There
are also 43 care beds. There will also be village amenities (such as a bowling green and hobbies
shed) as well as roading.
This Landscape & Visual Assessment assesses the proposal which lies within the Ngarara Zone of
both the proposed and operative Kāpiti Coast District Plans. The Site is partially covered by an
identified Significant Amenity Landscape policy area in the proposed Kāpiti Coast District Plan
(Appeals Version).
This assessment is accompanied by a separate Graphic Supplement containing Visual Simulations
which have been prepared to support the findings of the identified effects and enable a clear
understanding of the proposal.

1.1

Background

BML landscape planners and ecologists have worked alongside the Summerset design team and
Kamo Marsh landscape architects in refining the Master Plan for the purpose of ecological mitigation
and revegetation of earthworks required to construct the Site. This builds on the work that BML have
previously been involved with on the adjoining Kāpiti Expressway planting with a view to integrating
the Waikanae Retirement Village into the surrounding area.
A number of technical reports and plans have been prepared for the resource consent application.
Those that have informed this report include the engineering plans (earthworks, roading and
stormwater) by Woods Engineering as well as the Ecological Impact Assessment prepared by BML
ecologist Karin Sievwright. This assessment of the ecological values of the Site identified and
measured a remnant mahoe forest which would be affected by the proposal.
The ecologist consulted with the landscape planners in developing the subsequent Environmental
Management Plan (EMP) to address the mitigation planting for both ecological and landscape or
visual purposes. These recommendations have been incorporated into the landscape design for the
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site by Kamo Marsh with the purpose of integrating the proposal into the surrounding landscape as
seen from viewpoints beyond the Site.

1.2

Site Visits

To understand the Site and its wider context, a site visit was undertaken on 9 October 2019 by James
Bentley, Principal Landscape Planner. The purpose of the visit was to evaluate the extent and nature
of the proposed village within the existing landscape and provide preliminary advice on landscape
planning matters pertaining to the village. A further site visit was undertaken on 23 January 2020
by Linda Kerkmeester, Principal Landscape Architect with landscape visualisation specialists Pen
Moore and David Irvine, who undertook ground and aerial drone photography of the Site.
During both site visits, the immediate local context was viewed to gauge the level of visibility of the
proposed village from the surrounding landscape. Photographs were taken from a number of vantage
points including from neighbouring Park Avenue, Ferndale Drive, the Ngarara subdivision and from
the adjoining Cycleway Walkway Bridleway (CWB) on the Kāpiti Expressway. Views from local
roads were also assessed at Alexander Street and Greenaway Road.
The photography including the aerial drone survey was used in preparing visual simulations from
selected viewpoints by integrating the 3-D building model into a digital terrain model to provide photorealistic imagery of the proposal. Following the completion of the computer modelling, the visual
simulations were undertaken by Corey Murray, a visual simulation expert at BML and Pen Moore
ensuring that the photograph locations appropriately illustrated the position of the built form,
earthworks and infrastructure within the existing landscape.

2.0 The Proposal
The proposal is for the construction and operation of a retirement village located at 32 Park Avenue,
Waikanae. The Site will require modification to create village platforms suitable for a retirement
village of this nature where accessibility by residents is a key consideration. A village exit only road
is proposed to connect to the Ferndale subdivision located at the north-eastern end of the Site.
Earthworks will involve filling of the lower areas at the western boundary (adjacent to the
Expressway) and cutting into dunes towards the eastern boundary. This will result in two level
platforms with a 3 metre height difference broadly relating to the existing site contours which rise
from west to east. The effect will be one of filling a basin, using fill from the surrounding dunes that
‘contain’ the Site, keeping the outer rim intact, having the effect of screening views into the Site from
surrounding residential areas.
As noted previously the village is proposed to consist of 293 retirement units, including those situated
in the main building and 43 care beds. There will also be village amenities (such as a bowling green
and hobbies shed) as well as roading. The proposed units comprise of a mix of single-storey 2-3
bedroom villa and cottage units, two-storey townhouse units and a 2-3 storey central main building
that is centrally located in the site.
The proposed retirement village will be a comprehensive complex providing for all aged care needs.
A key design principle for the village is to provide easy, safe and independent access for residents.
This applies to all buildings and any outdoor activity areas which are designed with a level entry to
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buildings and accessways and are wide enough to provide unimpeded use. The requirement for flat,
easy access has dictated the predominantly flat village platform with minimal changes in level.
The main entrance at Park Avenue will have feature walls with the Summerset logo. Entry gates will
not be located at the street. It includes a pedestrian footpath and vehicle access via a tree-lined
avenue to direct visitors to the main gated entry set into the site at around 140m distance from Park
Ave. At this point there is an entrance wall with signage and security gates for vehicle access. This
includes a pedestrian entry path with automatic and lockable gates.
From Park Avenue visitors and residents are led into the village via the tree-lined driveway which
rises gradually from Park Avenue with 1.8 m timber paling fence to neighbouring residential
properties to either side of this driveway leading up to the main gates. The rising contours of the
existing southern dune necessitate a benched corridor to be constructed in the dune for the driveway.
The removal of some aging exotic trees on the uphill side is anticipated for health and safety reasons.
This creates an opportunity for replanting with native bush on the batter slopes to enclose and screen
the Site from some residential properties on Park Ave. Potential views of these batters from
Alexander Street are screened by foreground vegetation which prevents views into the Site from this
location.
The Master Plan from the consent application document is shown below to illustrate the overall layout
within the Site.

Image 1: Master Plan showing layout and surrounding landscape context (excerpt from Kamo
Marsh Landscape Design plan set, p.2)

The focal point of the village is the two and three-storey main building (13.1 metres in height) and
associated recreation facilities. This building will be located to the middle of the Site to serve as a
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community gathering space for village residents. It will provide a range of recreational options with
an indoor courtyard and outdoor bowling green for communal gathering and social events.
The overall landscape design objectives are “to blend the retirement village into its surroundings
and provide amenity for the residents” 1 The perimeter of the site will be bounded by cut and fill
batters on 3 sides with the south-west side remaining largely as existing. The perimeter will be
predominantly planted with indigenous species from the local area, restoring an area of existing
remnant mahoe forest, part of which will be removed as part of the Site earthworks – refer to
Ecological report for further details on mahoe replacement.
Security fences are limited to the entrance gates to the main village and to the exit-only gates (for
residents and emergency vehicle access) at the northern end of the site. The perimeter of the village
platform will be fenced with a low 700mm high post and rail fence. The north-western legal boundary
adjacent to the Expressway is fenced with an existing post and wire fence which will remain except
for a short section where the proposed pathway connects into the existing Kāpiti CWB (Cycleway,
Walkway and Bridleway), where there will be a pedestrian gate requiring swipe card access.
Within the village itself, there are no boundary fences between units. Low hedging and ground covers
are used to provide a sense of separation between the units. Trees are positioned to provide an
open, park-like setting, whilst at the same time providing screening and separation between public
and private spaces. Species proposed within the village include predominantly exotic species while
on the perimeter the species are predominantly native to blend the village into its surroundings, in
keeping with the overal landscape design objectives for the Site.
Connectivity throughout the Site is achieved primarily via the formed roads but also by informal
pedestrian routes between blocks. The path down from the northern boundary is proposed to link to
the nearby CWB pathway along the Kāpiti Expressway which provides walking and cycling access
to the wider district. The pathway from the village will be a 1.5m wide sealed path with seating at
three strategically placed rest stops and a lockable timber gate at the boundary to mark the entrance
to the village.
Further information on the planting, pathways and boundary treatment fences is provided within the
Landscape Design Report prepared by Kamo Marsh.
Summerset is currently in negotiation with KCDC regarding potential open space provision and public
access links to surrounding areas. Potential links under discussion include from Park Avenue to the
Kāpiti CWB along the Waimeha Stream. This route will greatly enhance connectivity between
Waikanae Park, Park Ave and the pony club and the CWB. A second potential shared path is under
discussion along the south east boundary to connect Waikanae Park with Ferndale. There is
potential for some of the remaining bush areas and Waimeha river corridor to be vested as reserve,
subject to agreement between KCDC and Summerset.

1

Design Principles as stated in Kamo Marsh Landscape Design plan set, p.1
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3.0 Existing Environment Description
3.1

Site Location and Character

The Site is located off Park Avenue, a local, predominantly residential road located parallel to State
Highway 1 (SH1)/ the Kāpiti Expressway and some 2km to the west of Waikanae and some 1.6km
to the east of Waikanae Beach. The Site comprises a tract of land associated with old settled dunes
and rough grass, now colonised by a mix of indigenous and exotic vegetation. The Site also includes
some areas which have previously been cleared, where areas of scrub, grass, forestry and some
indigenous regeneration is occurring. The Site also supports a small number of buildings, including
a former house, farm sheds and driveway. Neighbouring residential houses are contained primarily
to the south of the Site, off Park Avenue and Alexander Street, with some further housing located
within the Ferndale area of Waikanae, off Ferndale Drive, located some 300m to the north-east of
the Site. Beyond the Expressway is a new subdivision which is currently under construction
containing one and two storey houses. Refer to Figure 1: Site Context Plan.
The Site forms part of the predominantly settled and modified Ngarara Dune complex, which has
seen extensive modification in recent years, especially in its southernmost extents. The construction
of the Expressway and the subdivision to the immediate north of the Expressway, as well as the
construction of dwellings in Ferndale, has further modified the surrounding dunelands. Further north,
beyond the Site and the Expressway, the dunelands appear more intact. The Site essentially
represents part of the southernmost duneland that has not been developed, however that is
surrounded by urban development.
Residential activity is one of the key landuses in this area, with the Site located between the western
limits of Waikanae and the smaller settlement further westwards of Waikanae Beach. The Kāpiti
Expressway is the primary transportation route through the area and essentially traverses this settled
landscape. Other land uses in the area include Waikanae Golf Club to the north of the Expressway
and the Waikanae Pony Club and Arena immediately to the south of the Site.
The ecological report prepared by BML ecologists states that the Site is dominated by a range of
exotic vegetation communities and includes an area of 3.3 ha area of regenerating mahoe dominant
forest of which 2.25ha will be cleared for construction This forest has two distinct areas (based on
tree height and understory species present), as described in the report. Offset mitigation planting for
these two areas include a total of 3.64 ha of indigenous seral forest species as shown in the
application documents 2.
The site also includes four wetland areas and a tributary of Waimeha Stream. These wetlands are
proposed to remain largely intact with some minor effects as a result of incorporation into the
stormwater basins as outlined in the Ecological report. These effects can be avoided through
appropriate design and engineering techniques being adopted by the proposal.
The Waimeha Stream is considered a significant waterway under the Proposed Natural Resources
Plan (Schedule F), with a reasonable fish community but water quality is not pristine. The Ecological
report indicates that there will be no direct effects on the stream arising from the proposal (earthworks
and stormwater discharge).

Following the Site visit, the following site-based characteristics were observed:
2

Refer Master Plan – Proposed Native Replanting, Dwg: RC.601
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•

Settled, undulating old dunes, covered with a mix of vegetation types;

•

Presence of modifications, including former house site, farm sheds and fencing;

•

Areas of indigenous vegetation, particularly within the central and northern parts of the
Site, however large tracts of exotic grass and invasive shrubs;

•

The location of the adjacent expressway and other nearby developments and
subdivisions indicate an area of significant recent landscape change; and

•

The Site is relatively well visually contained in views from residential areas to the south
and west.

Overall, the local setting is a mix of established and recently built residential dwellings surrounding
a large area of largely underdeveloped land. The character of the area is changing with the rezoning
and structure plans associated with the area.

3.2

Baseline visibility

The extent and degree to which the Site is visible from the surrounding landscape was considered
as part of the site visit. There is a continuity of degree of visibility, ranging from no view of the Site to
full, open views. To indicate the degree of visibility of the Site from roads and properties, three
categories of view have been determined:
•

Truncated/Glimpsed views: a view towards the Site that is curtailed by a visual barrier;

•

Partial View: a view of part of the Site between trees or structures, or a filtered view of the
Site, or a distant view where the Site is perceived as a small part of the view; and

•

Open view: a clear view of a significant proportion of the Site within the wider landscape.

A series of Site Photographs A-H have been taken to illustrate the Site’s existing visibility. These
photographs are contained within the accompanying Graphic Supplement and their locations are
outlined on Figure 2. Despite the Site occupying a tract of undulating land, the visibility of the Site in
the broader context is reasonably limited. Principal areas where the Site is, or may be, visible from
include:
•

Roads, including Park Avenue and Alexander Street to the south, roads associated with
the Ferndale subdivision to the north-east, the Kāpiti Expressway to the immediate north
and parts of Te Moana Road (and smaller residential roads off this road, including the
subdivision to the immediate north of the Expressway);

•

Residential properties (notably those off Park Avenue, Ferndale and those associated
with the subdivision under construction to the north of the Expressway); and

•

Sections of the CWB that extend parallel to the Kāpiti Expressway.

Site Photograph A illustrates a view from a location on Park Avenue, some 170 metres to the southeast of the proposed entrance to the Site. Essentially the bulk of the Site from this location is screened
by intervening vegetation and by houses that front Park Avenue. Due to the steep and vegetated
terrain and forms the south and eastern boundaries of the Site, views are effectively curtailed from
this vantage point.
In views to the north east, Site Photograph B illustrates a view from within the Ferndale subdivision,
on Te Heke Place. The vantage point is reasonably elevated, where views towards the Site are
essentially contained by the mature trees that are contained within the Site’s north-east. Properties
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in this subdivision have been positioned to capitalise on available views, especially those that are
orientated westwards, towards the Pacific Ocean.
Site Photograph C illustrates a view looking westwards towards to the Site from a location on Park
Avenue, some 600 metres to the south-east of the Site. Similar to Site Photograph A and B, very
little of the Site can be obtained from this vantage-point, due to intervening street trees, houses and
trees associated with properties. This can also be said for views from Alexander Street, which is
located directly south of the Site and accessed off of Park Avenue.
Moving further southwards, Site Photograph D illustrates a view from a location off Greenway Road,
some 500 metres to the south of the Site. Due to the mature trees associated with this residential
area, many of which are located along the road, filtered views are obtained towards the mature trees
associated with the southern part of the Site.
In potential views from the north, Site Photograph E illustrates a view from the under construction
Ngarara subdivision (Waimeha North), located immediately off Te Moana Road, beyond the Kāpiti
Expressway, some 290 metres to the north-west of the Site. In this view, the majority of the Site can
be observed, however due to the topographic variation of the Site, only parts are openly visible. The
mature pine trees are noticeable as they follow the highest contours on the Site. In this vantage point,
the infrastructure associated with the Kāpiti Expressway (road lighting, bridge and crash barriers) are
evident within the foreground, as are the planted batters. The higher vegetated mountain slopes
associated with Hemi Matenga Memorial Park (to the north) and Papakirae (to the south) are visible
in the distance and assist in forming the horizon.
Further westwards, Site Photographs F and G illustrate vantage points from Te Moana Road. Site
Photograph F represents a viewpoint from where the road starts to bend (when travelling eastwards
towards the Site) and the vegetation associated with the highest part of the Site is visible in the centre
of the view. Within the foreground of the view are road-related infrastructure (road signs and lighting
poles) as well as powerlines. The entrance to the Waikanae Golf Club is evident within the left of the
view. The higher vegetated mountain slopes associated with Hemi Matenga Memorial Park provide
the horizon to the view.
Further southwards, Site Photograph G is taken from the intersection of Te Moana Road and Te
Ara Kawakahia and again illustrates that part of the Site is visible through existing intervening
infrastructure and trees. This vantage point also demonstrates the future character emerging, with
new subdivided land evident and new houses being constructed.
Extending in a north /south direction and located immediately adjacent to the Site is the Kāpiti
Expressway (State Highway 1). Site Photograph H illustrates a view from close to the northern part
of the Site, from the south-bound carriageway. Views are relatively contained with only the flanks of
the Expressway battered and planted slopes being visible. The mature pine trees associated with
the northern and eastern parts of the Site are also visible on the horizon.
Overall, and as demonstrated by the visual appraisal, the Site is reasonably well contained, with the
principal views towards the Site being from locations to the north and west of the Site and reasonably
close to the Site. Any long-distance views (i.e. in excess of 500m) are typically screened by
topographical variation or by intervening buildings or vegetation. There is evidence that the
surrounding area is within an area of transition, where new and future subdivision is planned.
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4.0 Statutory Planning Context
4.1

Resource Management Act (RMA) and other higher order
documents

Part 2 of the Resource Management Act (RMA) sets its purpose and principles. Part 2, Section 5
states that the purpose of the RMA is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical
resources. Section 6 sets out the matters of national importance that must be recognised and
provided for in achieving the purpose of the RMA, notably outstanding natural landscapes and natural
character. Section 7 contains other matters to which particular regard must be given, including
amenity values.
There are no outstanding natural landscapes within close proximity of the Site. The Site is contained
within the coastal environment in the Proposed District Plan (PDP, Map 6C). This overlay includes
most of the Kāpiti coastal plains, up to and including the escarpment at Hemi Matenga reserve, some
5km inland.
As a result of the Site being within the coastal environment, the New Zealand Coastal Policy
Statement (NZCPS) therefore applies. Applicable policies include 13 (Natural Character) and 15
(Natural Landscapes and Natural Features).

4.2

Operative Kāpiti Coast District Plan

For the purposes of this assessment, and given the advanced stage of development of the Proposed
Kāpiti District Plan (Appeals Version), including the recent settling of an appeal in respect of the
Ngarara Zone, we note for completeness that the Operative District Plan may still have some
relevance, but the District Plan which forms the basis of this assessment is the Proposed Kāpiti Coast
District Plan.

4.3

Proposed Kāpiti Coast District Plan

The Council has issued its decision on the Proposed Kāpiti Coast District Plan (PDP) and the plan
is at the appeals stage of its development process. Given this advanced stage of development, and
with large parts of the Plan beyond appeal, it can be considered to be the principal planning document
that this proposal will be assessed against.
There are particular features covered in the PDP (Chapter 4) where it states additional weight is
given to consideration of effects for those areas within the coastal environment. There are however
no rules in the PDP specific to the coastal environment. Particular features of relevance to this
assessment on landscape and visual effects include:
•

areas of outstanding natural character and areas of high natural character; (not applicable
to this Site, as previously noted); and

•

special amenity landscapes.

The Site is subject to a Significant Amenity Landscape (SAL) overlay within the Proposed KCDC
District Plan and lies within the coastal environment, the extent of which is mapped in the PDP. It
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includes policies and rules where additional weight is given to areas within the coastal environment
when considering effects. In this case the distance of the Site to the coast is 1.4km inland with any
effects on the SAL values in this context showing negligible evidence of coastal influence.

Image 2: excerpt from the proposed KCDC District Plan, indicating the extent of the SAL (in purple)
as it applies to the Site.

The SAL is a very large area, that includes a range of activities and modifications, including part of
the Kāpiti Expressway. The qualities, characteristics and values listed within Table 19 only partly
relate to the Site and illustrate more broadly the underlying characteristics of the wider physical
landform. A description of this is contained within Appendix 2.
Refer also to the Site Context and Planning Map at Figure. 2 of the graphic supplement attached
with this report. This shows the wider context of the SAL and the Ngarara Planning zone. The Site
is in the south eastern corner of this wider zone which has undergone significant changes in recent
years including the construction of the Kāpiti Expressway, This major transport route has been the
catalyst for changes in the district which are not fully provided for nor anticipated in the District Plan.
As part of the District Plan review process, the Council commissioned a landscape study of the district
to identify any areas of high value landscapes. This resulted in the KCDC Landscape Study 2012 3
which states of the area that: “Existing patterns of landform, hydrology and indigenous vegetation,
along with relatively sparse patterns of settlement, continued rural land use and the backdrop of
Hemi Matenga escarpment, contribute to a highly memorable, picturesque landscape, with a
moderate – high degree of natural character.”
Within that report, the Site lies within the Waikanae Lowlands Landscape Character Area, with key
characteristics being:
• The landform is a product of colluvial, alluvial and coastal processes, bounded by Hemi
Matenga escarpment;

3

Kāpiti Coast District Landscape Study (2012), Isthmus Group Ltd, for Kāpiti Coast District Council
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• Kapakapanui, Wainui and Kāpiti Island are important landmarks viewed from the
lowlands;
• Indigenous vegetation associated with Nga Manu Reserve, Ngarara wetland and Estuary
provide wildlife ‘stepping stones’ estuary habitat of marine, estuarine and fresh water
fauna;
• Important area of Maori settlement and historic events; Mahinga kai and transportation
routes, conflict sites and urupa, active Whakarongatai Marae in Waikanae township;
• Area of early European settlement and informal recreation resource; and
• The Districts fastest growing urban area with rural lifestyle blocks surpassing traditional
farming.
A development of part of the Ngarara Structure Plan area requires resource consent under Rule
5C.4.2 of the Plan as a Discretionary Activity.
The maximum permitted height for the zone is 8.0 metres. The buildings in the proposal range in
height from 4.5m for single storey villas up to 13.1 metres for the main buildings located central to
the site.

4.3.1

Ngarara Structure Plan

The proposal needs to be considered against the Ngaraga Structure Plan as a discretionary activity.
By way of background the plan below shows the indicative Ngarara Zone development area for the
Waimeha Neighbourhood, which includes the Site at its south eastern end.
The plan (Image 3) illustrates the level of development anticipated by the structure plan based around
the previously designated Western Link Road . It has mixed use development at its core, surrounded
by a higher density centre and lower density dune fringe surrounded by bush corridors and
greenways. The proposal has many similarities with that anticipated in the DP for the Ngarara Zone
which has been considerably altered by the recently constructed Kāpiti Expressway. This will
necessitate a change to the outlook for the zone which will need to be reflected when the District
Plan is next reviewed.
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Image 3: Excerpt from the Ngarara Zone Structure Plan: Appendix 5.7 of the PDP (Appeals version
March 2018).

The plan (Image 4) below shows the Waimeha Plan (shown above) overlaid onto an aerial
photograph with the Site boundary outlined in red. It provides a context for further discussion on
effects in the following section given that the Kāpiti Expressway has significantly influenced the way
the wider area is now being developed.

Image 4: Ngarara Structure Plan overlaid onto an aerial photograph - Site boundary outlined in red.
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5.0 Effects Assessment
Landscape and visual impacts result from natural or induced change in the components, character
or quality of the landscape. Usually these are the result of landform or vegetation modification or the
introduction of new structures, facilities or activities. All these impacts are assessed to determine
their effects on landscape (and townscape) character and quality, amenity as well as on public and
private views.
In this study, the assessment of potential effects is based on a combination of the landscape's
sensitivity and visibility and the nature and scale of the proposal. Particular effects considered
relate to the following:
•

Landscape and Character Effects;

•

Urban Design Effects;

•

Visual Amenity Effects from public and private locations; and

•

Effects in relation to statutory provisions.

5.1

Landscape Character Effects

Landscape character is the distinct and recognisable pattern of elements that occurs consistently in
a particular landscape. It reflects particular combinations of geology, landform, soils, vegetation, land
use and features of human settlement. It creates the unique sense of place defining different areas
of the landscape.
The proposed retirement village will change the landscape character of a portion of the Ngarara Zone
from an undulating landform with a mix of vegetation types and a predominantly rural outlook, to one
of a predominantly built form on two flat platforms within a relatively concentrated area. This change
in landscape character is already occurring throughout the district with growth anticipated by both
the operative and proposed District Plans within the Ngarara Structure Plan.
As part of the proposal, and to ensure effective and safe operation of the retirement village and its
residents, earthworks and earth contouring is required. This earth contouring will change the overall
topography of the Site, with 56% of the total Site area being modified to create two platforms as well
as the village exit-only road to Ferndale in the north of the Site.
The main building is proposed to be located within the central part of the Site on the lower platform
which will be largely screened by single-storey units that surround it.
2 storey townhouse units located towards the higher end of the Site adjacent to formed cut batters
will have the effect of screening these batters and integrating the village with the surrounding
landform – screening views from the residential areas to the east.
One storey villas will be seen in context to the main building from within the Site and where the main
building is seen outside of the Site from the north-west. The additional 5.1 metres (above the
permitted 8.0 metres) in height of the upper part of the main building (noting the 13.1m is to the
highest roof ridgeline, with a limited number of chimneys extending further) will be seen as part of
the urban built form of the proposal and will not be seen as creating landscape character that is out
of context with the single-storey units in the foreground.
The existing undulating grazing land in a broader sense has, to varying degrees over the years, been
encroached upon, particularly in recent years with the development of the new 4-lane highway of
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national significance – the Kāpiti Expressway. This extends for 25 km from Raumati in the south to
Peka Peka in the north. The earth recontouring required to the site and to facilitate the village
platforms will partially affect the ‘complex sequence of largely unmodified consolidated dunes’
identified as a Special Amenity Landscape (SAL) in the 2018 Landscape Study. The central gully
and higher dunes which surround the south eastern portion of the site will result in filling to a depth
of up to 10m and cuts to the outer eastern perimeter of the Site up to 18m deep. These cut and fill
batters will be shaped back to gradients of 1V:3H where the slopes are to be top-soiled, mulched
and planted with indigenous species which occur naturally in the area. A large portion of this planting
will be replanted with seral forest as offset mitigation for the loss of indigenous mahoe forest to be
removed, as outlined in the Ecological Impact Assessment (EIA) report. 4
Whilst there will be a substantial change in character to the Site, this is largely anticipated by the
underlying Ngarara zoning, and consistent with development that is occurring in surrounding areas
(such as the Parklands retirement village on Ngarara Road and other retirement villages within the
wider Kāpiti area). The regenerating gorse and scrub in paddocks, including an area of advance
regenerating mahoe forest will be replaced by a built environment. However, considering the level of
landscape change to the remnant dune formation and the substantial replanting proposed to the
perimeter of the site, and considering the level of modification occurring in the wider context, it is
considered that the adverse effects to landscape character on the surrounding area in light of its
anticipated change, is moderate-low.

5.2

Urban Design

In terms of Urban Design and the internal master plan of the village, the proposed main building will
act as a central part of the Site, and its’ exceedance of height would not create adverse urban design
effects, rather it is considered that these effects are beneficial for occupants and visitors. The overall
vertical relief will enable the building to be more legible through its height contrast with the lower one
storey villas and cottages. The building will provide a visual reference point within the village and be
easily read as its heart, which hosts a range of communal facilities. Nonetheless, the building
maintains its integration with the surrounding residential context by being located deep into the site
and allowing for a graduated, layering of built form rising up to it. Its modulated façade and roof scape
articulation, including use of gables and ventilation stacks, retains the building within a ‘family’ of
architectural design treatments across the Site.
Based on this, it is considered that urban design effects, and especially how this is anticipated within
the Ngarara Structure Plan would be low.

5.3

Visual Amenity Effects

Visual amenity effects of proposals are influenced by a number of factors, including the nature of the
proposal and the landscape absorption capability and character of the Site and the surrounding area.
Visual amenity effects are also dependent on the distance between the viewer and the proposal, the
complexity of the intervening landscape and the nature of the view.
The principal elements of the proposal that will give rise to landscape and visual effects are:
•

4

The removal of 2.25 ha of Mahoe forest – to be replaced with 3.64 ha indigenous
planting (refer Summerset dwg RC.601: Proposed Native Replanting for details)

Summerset Waikanae Ecological Impact Assessment (2018)
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•

Earthworks measuring 14.4 ha area over 56% of the total Site (measuring 25.4ha)
to create two platforms requiring fill up to 10m depth and cuts up to 18m depth.
These are maximum depths with an average depth across the Site for earthworks
of approximately 4 metres. (Refer to cross sections and earthworks plans in
drawing package for details)

•

Urban development over 8ha of the Site consisting of a mix of single storey and 23 storey buildings including a main building up to 13.1 m high located within the
centre of the site.

To assist in determining the degree of visual change, five Visual Simulations (VS-1 to VS-5) have
been prepared. The visualisations illustrate the proposed bulk and mass of the proposal as they
would be seen from these five viewpoints. They are a visualisation and have been created to
represent as much as possible a realistic representation of the proposal. They do not depict real-life
and are prepared solely to support this visual assessment. Their locations are illustrated on Figure
7: Visual Simulation Location Plan in the accompanying Graphics Supplement.
These simulations are supported by a number of site elevations in the body of the application
documents. Refer Summerset drawings RC 100 to 102. These further illustrate the relationship
between the Site and the broader landscape.

5.3.1

Visual Effects from Private Houses

An assessment of the visual prominence of the proposal from locations in the vicinity of the Site was
undertaken. This assessment assigned a degree of effect, based on the following:
•

visibility and proximity to the Site (in particular to the nearest built-up edge within the Site);

•

the apparent orientation of the house and the nature of the view, including any existing or
proposed vegetation that might provide full or partial screening of views.

The assessment is based on observations from public roads and use of drone photography and a
digital terrain model with the built form draped into the model. No engagement with any property
owner was undertaken and the assessment reflects our best understanding of likely views from
desktop analysis and site visits. The assessment is based on effects at Year 1 (and year 10 after
planting). These are tabled in Appendix 3.
The visual effects table includes an assessment of 72 private houses in total. Generally, there is a
high degree of visual containment of the Site afforded by the surrounding topography which has the
effect of limiting views into the Site except from some few specific locations. There are three main
areas that were assessed as having potential views of the proposal. These include some very limited
numbers of houses in the immediate vicinity of the main entrance at Park Avenue, some parts of
Ferndale (around the Te Heke Place area), the Ngarara subdivision (at Mirek Street) across from the
Expressway and Alexander Street.
These areas have all been selected as representative viewpoints in the visual simulations – being
Viewpoints VS-1 to VS-5 respectively. Of the residential areas that were assessed, views of the
proposal were generally partial and largely obstructed by intervening landform or mature vegetation
(pines and some remnant Mahoe forest) on the surrounding dune formations.
There are two instances where buildings would be seen against the skyline. The first is from Ferndale
where some two-storey Louisville units would be partially visible on the distant skyline as These
buildings will be gradually obscured by planting as it matures on the slope below these units. Refer
Viewpoints 2, VS2A and 2B of the graphic supplement. The other is from the Kāpiti Expressway and
CWB. These views are limited to single storey cottages for the first 3-5 years after which it is expected
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that proposed planting on the foreground batter would fully screen these from view. Refer Viewpoint
3, VS3A and 3B. A limited number of houses in Ferndale in close proximity to the northern end of
the Site may be exposed to some direct views of the earthworks during construction of the exit only
road, but the visual effects of these views would diminish when the area is revegetated immediately
following earthworks once the road is formed.
The Visual Effects Table confirms that all properties would experience low adverse visual effects at
Year 1, reducing to very low at Year 10. There would be a visual change for those properties on
Park Ave in the immediate vicinity of the new entrance road due to the earthworks and replanting
associated with the establishment of the driveway. However this will be residential in nature and over
time, the maturation of the vegetation including street trees would assist in softening these views.
Based on this, given that the visual effects on the surrounding areas are largely contained by
landform, the adverse visual effects for all private houses are contained within the low and very
low categories. These effects would ultimately reduce to very low by Year 10 once earthworks are
complete and vegetation is established.

5.3.2

Visual Effects from Park Avenue and Alexander Street

Visual Simulation VS-1 illustrates a view from Park Avenue looking towards the Site. The simulation
demonstrates that the entrance to the Summerset village would be in keeping with the surrounding
neighbourhood. Glimpses through the ‘gates’ and along the driveway would reveal the extent to
which the approach road has been cut into the existing landform and that areas of new planting (at
the Year 1 stage) would be evident on the faces of the cut slopes. Some development within the
village would be apparent, however these would be glimpse through vegetatio and at a distance from
Park Avenue and Alexander Street. Over time, and by Year 10, the planting associated with the
streets and the revegetation on the cut slopes would have matured, which would assist in visually
softening glimpsed views along the driveway.
Some houses, as detailed within Appendix 3, would have rear views towards the Site, however
these would be seen in context to other houses and existing garden vegetation. Based on this, it is
considered that the visual effects of properties close to the entrance off Park Avenue (i.e. Houses
P2 and P3) would receive low adverse visual effects at Year 1, reducing to very low at Year 10.
Remaining houses on Park Avenue would receive low adverse visual effects, reducing to very low
by Year 10.
Further westwards, and at the cul-de-sac end of Alexander Street, a number of properties have the
potential to have adverse visual effects of the proposal, due in part to their proximity to the Site and
the likely works that are anticipated to occur in the area of the Site where views may be obtained by
these houses. Visual Simulation VS-4 illustrates the likely visual change that residents at the
terminus of this street would receive. Essentially, due to the existing vegetation associated with front
and rear gardens, and that vegetation associated with the Site which is proposed to be retained and
enhanced (i.e. on the facing slope opposite the properties off Alexander Street), visibility would be
restricted to glimpse or partial rear upper views to the top of the ridge. As a result, from the street,
little would change. Within Appendix 3, the houses A1-A7 are assessed as receiving low visual
effects at Year 1, reducing to very low at Year 10.

5.3.3

Visual Effects from SH1 (Kāpiti Expressway)

As evident in Site Photograph H, views from the State Highway (the Expressway) are limited to the
relatively short distance immediately adjacent to the Site. With the proposal elevated up to height of
between 10 to 12 metres above the expressway, views into the Site are limited by the rising landform.
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This will be screened further as vegetation proposed on the fill batters gains in height and screens
views of the buildings. A glimpse of the Site may be possible in a side view when passing the Site
but the focus when travelling at speeds of up to 100kph will generally be straight ahead.
The proposal will be largely screened by the rising landform (fill batter) and planting, similar to that
which exists along the Expressway. This will appear as continuous with the planting already
occurring along the length of the Expressway in this location.
Based on this, the adverse visual effects from this transitory viewpoint are considered to be low and
neutral in terms of the nature of effect.

5.3.4

Visual Effects from the CWB (Cycleway, Walkway, Bridleway)

As illustrated in the VS-3, views from the CWB cycleway/ walkway, would be almost entirely curtailed
by the rising landform and planting proposed for the fill batters along the pathway. The angle of view
is such that the foreground topography and vegetation effectively screen any buildings as plants in
the foreground gain height. This is illustrated with reference to Visual Simulation VS-3 which
demonstrates during Year 1 that the embankment associated with much of the areas of cut within
the Expressway, would be continued in this area, and fully planting utilising species used elsewhere.
A high level of continuity would be visually expressed, with the village seen elevated above this
vantage point. As the planting matures, by Year 10, the visibility of the proposal would be softened,
or would even be completely screened from the CWB. From other locations on the pathway on
approaches from the north and south, no views would be obtained of the Site in the medium to long
term once planting takes effect to screen any buildings that may be visible at the top of the slope.
As a result of this, it is considered that any buildings, if seen, will be partially visible (mainly roof level)
which are anticipated to a certain extent in the Ngarara Zone. It is to be expected that this zoning
would also potentially provide some built form in this rural environment, which is experiencing rapid
urban growth, particularly with the new Expressway in place. As a result, it is considered that the
adverse visual effects of the proposal will be low from the CWB during Year 1, reducing to very low
at Year 10.

5.3.5

Comparison of Baseline Scenario

Due to the underlying zone of the Site in the Ngarara Zone context within the District Plan being
some form of residential, there is an expectation that some form of residential activity would occur,
albeit not to the same density (within the village footprint) and urban character of the proposal. This
residential activity could feasibly be built up to the maximum height limit of 8m throughout the Site,
based on houses occupying lot sizes no smaller than 400m².
The Summerset proposal contains predominantly one storey villas, which are 4.5m in height and
cottages 4.8m, along with a main, centrally located building measuring 13.1m, which exceeds the
8m height limit at its western end by 5.1m. The location of the main building, which is surrounded
by lower villas and cottages, provides some variation in height and transitional ‘stepped’ scale to the
urban form of the village.
Based on this, a baseline scenario could anticipate two-storey houses that are substantially higher
than the single storey villas that cover the majority of the Site.
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5.4

Effects in relation to Statutory Provisions

There are a number of components of the proposal that are subject to particular assessment. The
Site lies within the Ngarara Zone of the Kāpiti Coast District Plan The Site also lies partially within
the Ngarara Dunes Special Amenity Landscape (which extends beyond the site into the Waikanae
north area) within the District Plan to be assessed for effects on the values and characteristics (refer
details of SAL 19 description at Appendix 2).

5.4.1

Ngarara Zone Structure Plan

Development in the Ngarara Zone is subject to the Ngarara Zone Structure Plan in both District
Plans, with Development Principles including;
-

to create compact development footprints with connected open spaces;

-

protection of natural edges;

-

appropriate built forms where landform dictates urban form; and

-

managed conservation and enhancement of waterways, wetlands and natural areas. 5

In assessing the proposal against these principles, the proposal is of compact urban form that
responds to the landform of the Site with a range of building heights (and platforms) rising from the
naturally lower western edge of the village towards the higher outer rim of dunes which form a natural
boundary to the village. The outer edges of these dunes that will remain as a result of construction,
create containment and limit views into the Site from the surrounding areas.
Proposed native planting on the reshaped batters would reinstate the natural vegetated edges affected
by the proposal. Further potential open space provisions in the southern part of the Site (subject to
negotiation) would allow for the managed conservation of the Waimeha Stream, a significant waterway
with beneficial open space (ecological and recreational) links from neighbouring residential areas to the
district-wide CWB pathway network.
While the Site will be modified through earthworks and building construction, the proposal will result
in a concentrated urban form surrounded by considerable areas of open space. Combined with
potential open space provisions, the proposal has many similarities with that anticipated in the District
Plan for the Ngarara Zone which is already different inpart from what was anticipated in the District
Plan by the recently constructed Kāpiti Expressway. The Expressway now follows a different route
than originally designated which has yet to be reflected in the District Plan. Changes in the nature of
subdivision and development in the district are occurring as a result, the proposal being an example.

5.4.2

Ngarara Dunes Special Amenity Landscape (SAL)

The Site lies partially within the Ngarara Dunes Special Amenity Landscape (which extends beyond
the Site into the Waikanae north area) within the Kāpiti Coast Proposed District Plan. For location,
refer to the Site Context and Planning Map at Figure. 2 The Ngarara Dunes are recognised as “a

complex sequence of largely unmodified consolidated dunes as well as wetlands and dune lakelets
with hydrological connections predominantly intact.”

5

Ngarara Zone Management Principles, appendix 5.8, Kāpiti Coast District Plan, Appeals version 2018
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The SAL extends across a large area both within and beyond the Site, as described at Section 4.3.
It has undergone significant modification in recent years, due in large part to the changed route of
the Expressway through this area. Table 10 of the District Plan describe the qualities, characteristics
and values that relate to the higher dunes within the Site and is included at Appendix 2. As part of
the proposal, the upper portion will be reduced by up to 18m in height the lower basin will be filled to
create flat platforms for the village. The outer rim on the eastern side will remain intact and will be
substantially planted with locally indigenous species as shown in the landscape package. 6. In
addition, low lying areas of wetland vegetation in the surrounding areas of the Site will be retained
and restored where temporarily affected by construction, as noted in the Ecology report.
While the dunes within the Site will be modified by the proposal, the existing vegetation of the Site
has been previously cleared and shows a mix of both indigenous and exotic scrub. The proposal
would allow for significant areas of replanting and restoration to offset loss of seral (successive)
mahoe forest and includes planting for wetland rehabilitation and potential open space provision. In
this sense, the proposal will maintain some expression of the dune formation processes by
revegetating the lower-lying areas of the Site and surrounding batter slopes and restoring indigenous
vegetation patterns which are expressive of the interconnected dune and wetland sequence for which
this SAL is valued.

6.0 Conclusion
This Landscape and Visual Assessment has assessed the proposed Summerset Waikanae
retirement village within the broader and more local Waikanae context and as it relates to the Ngarara
Zone within the Operative District Plan as well as provisions within the Proposed District Plan.
The proposal creates a compact village footprint with a concentrated urban form surrounded by
landform and planting that largely screens the village from surrounding residential areas and is
connected with open spaces. Whilst earthworks and vegetation removal are required to facilitate this
proposal, (which is partly anticipated by its underlying structure plan), new areas of planting have
been provided to ensure that the proposal integrates into its local context and maintains some of the
essential characteristics of the SAL which overlay the site.
Despite the proximity of the Site to the Kāpiti Expressway and nearby residents, the overall visual
effects can be appropriately managed and contained, partly by integration and by softening provided
by vegetation as well as existing landform retained at the upper perimeter of the Site. Many vantage
points where the Site can be seen, are at distance, which also partly mitigates effects.
Based on this and due to distances of adjacent neighbours, it is assessed that the overall adverse
visual effects of the proposal will be -low to very low which relates to a less than minor effect.

6

Proposed Vegetation Strategy, p. 8 Kamo Marsh landscape package
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Appendix 1: Landscape & Visual Methodology
The effects covered in this assessment, include those that can occur in relation to physical
features, viewing audiences and visual amenity and/or on the site’s contribution to the existing
landscape character and amenity values, as follows:
•

Visual effects relate to the changes that arise in the composition of available views as a
result of changes to the landscape, to people’s responses to the changes, and to the overall
effects with respect to visual amenity.

•

Landscape character and amenity effects derive from changes in the physical landscape,
which may give rise to changes in its character and how this is experienced. This may in
turn affect the perceived value ascribed to the landscape.

Landscape and visual impacts result from natural or induced change in the components, character
or quality of a landscape. Usually these are the result of landform or vegetation modification or the
introduction of new structures, activities or facilities into the landscape. The process of change itself,
that is the construction process and/or activities associated with the proposal, also carry with them
their own visual impacts as distinct from those generated by a completed proposal.
The nature of landscape and visual effects generated by any particular proposal can, therefore, be:
•

Positive (beneficial), contributing to the visual character and quality of the environment.

•

Negative (adverse), detracting from existing character and quality of environment; or

•

Neutral (benign), with essentially no effect on existing character or quality of environment.

Landscape and Amenity effects can be rated on a seven-point scale from Very High, through to Very
Low.
The degree to which landscape and visual effects are generated by a development depends on a
number of factors, these include:
•

The degree to which the proposal contrasts, or is consistent, with the qualities of the
surrounding landscape.

•

The proportion of the proposal that is visible, determined by the observer’s position relative
to the objects viewed.

•

The distance and foreground context within which the proposal is viewed.

•

The area or extent of visual catchment from which the proposal is visible.

•

The number of viewers, their location and situation (static or moving) in relation to the view.

•

The backdrop and context within which the proposal is viewed.

•

The predictable and likely known future character of the locality.

•

The quality of the resultant landscape, its aesthetic values and contribution to the wider
landscape character to the area.
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Change in a landscape does not, of itself, necessarily constitute an adverse landscape or visual
effect. Landscape is dynamic and is constantly changing over time in both subtle and more dramatic
transformational ways; these changes are both natural and human induced. What is important in
managing landscape change is that adverse effects are avoided or sufficiently mitigated to ameliorate
the effects of the change in land use. The aim is to provide a high amenity environment through
appropriate design outcomes, including planting that can provide an adequate substitution for the
currently experienced amenity.
This report covers the landscape, urban design and amenity effects as experienced by the following
groups:
•

Private owners and occupiers of dwellings, property;

•

Roads, including Park Avenue and the Expressway

•

The CWB (Cycleway, Walkway, Bridleway)

Determination of “minor”
Decision makers determining whether a resource consent application should be notified must also
assess whether the effect on a person is less than minor or an adverse effect on the environment is
no more than minor. Likewise, when assessing a non-complying activity, consent can only be
granted if the s104D ‘gateway test’ is satisfied. This test requires the decision maker to be assured
that the adverse effects of the activity on the environment will be ‘minor’ or not be contrary to the
objectives and policies of the relevant planning documents.
These assessments will generally involve a broader consideration of the effects of the activity,
beyond the landscape and visual effects. Through this broader consideration, guidance may be
sought on whether the likely effects on the landscape or effects on a person are considered in
relation to ‘minor’. It must also be stressed that more than minor effects on individual elements or
viewpoints does not necessarily equate to more than minor effects on the wider landscape. In
relation to this assessment, moderate-low level effects would generally equate to ‘minor’.
The third row highlights the word ‘significant’ which has particular reference to the NZCPS and
Policy 13 and Policy 15 and where on the effects-spectrum ‘a significant’ effect would be placed.
Less than Minor
Very Low

Low

Minor
Moderate –
Low

More than Minor
Moderate

ModerateHigh

High

Very High

Significant [1]

To be used only about Policy 13(1)(b) and Policy 15(b) of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS), where the
test is ‘to avoid significant adverse effects’.
[1]
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Appendix 2: SAL 19 Description

Perceptual

Physical

SAL 19: Ngarara Dunes SAL – A sequence of dunes and ridges and intervening wetlands and
dune lakelets
Representativeness - High

Ngārara is expressive of the older dune formation processes
(Waitarere-Motuiti and the older consolidated Foxton dunes) and
interdunal hydrological patterns. This includes the sequence of raupo
and flax wetlands and lakelets that are remnants of the Ngārara
Stream catchment and the interdunal links between the Waimeha and
the Kukutauaki Stream. The indigenous flora and fauna, although
degraded, represent wetland, swamp forest and dry forest patterns.

Research and
education - High

The area illustrates dune formation processes and hydrological
patterns, as well as lowland flora and fauna now rare in the District.
Nga Manu Reserve Research projects and tours provide organised
education opportunities. Freshwater biota of Ngārara Stream is well
studied and ongoing hydrological survey through the Ngārara
Farm wetlands artesian and groundwater qualities.

Rarity - High

Nga Manu-Jacks Bush kahikatea-pukatea/swamp maire-tawa swamp
forest (over more than 45 ha) is one of the largest mature examples
in the Foxton Ecological District and earlier
successional wetland stages are also represented in the vicinity.
Conservation activities in Nga Manu Reserve have protected
threatened bird and invertebrate species in the wild as well as in
captivity. Bittern are resident in the Ngārara farm wetlands.
Hydrological system largely unmodified; unusual for a peri
urban/lowland setting.

Ecosystem
functioning High

A complete successional wetland sequence over more than 60 ha
from open dune lakelet to mature swamp forest is represented and
largely interconnected Includes the totara, Te Harakeke/
Kawakahia wetland (with the latter highly modified and used as a
water sewage treatment pond up until 2002) and tributaries of the
Ngārara Stream (once managed as a drain but now being allowed to
naturalise). Wider remnant areas provide habitat for kereru, eel and
mudfish with lightly grazed dunes supporting regenerating bush and
kahikatea on the Ngārara farm the closest to the coast in the District.
Nga Manu Reserve is home to a wide range of indigenous plant
species, including stands of kahikatea, as well as habitat for tuatara
and over 60 bird species (with breeding programmes in place).
Waterways and indigenous vegetation provide significant seasonal
food resources for wildlife and links between the Tararua ranges
(Hemi Matenga) and the coast.

Coherence –
Moderate High

The series of interconnected lakelets and wetlands is associated with
the remaining wetland areas and indigenous vegetation patterns that
thread through this landscape and establish links between the
mountains and the sea. Unmodified dune landforms and areas of
consolidated dunes establish clear habitats.
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Associative

Memorability –
Moderate High

Ngārara is a memorable landscape due to its undulating topography,
the presence of water, indigenous fauna and its proximity to the wider
coastal environment.

Aesthetic
paradigm –
Moderate High

Strong picturesque qualities are associated with the rolling
topography, predominate rural landuse and extensive areas of bush
and wetlands and where a sequence of more intimate views is set
against the backdrop of the Hemi Matenga escarpment.

Naturalness –
Moderate High

Moderate-high degree of natural character associated with the
interconnected dune and wetland sequence, substantive patterns of
indigenous flora and fauna, predominant rural landuse and sparse
settlement patterns that contrast strongly with adjacent urban areas.

Expressiveness/
legibility –
Moderate High

Ngārara is expressive of dune formation processes and, although
modified and degraded, hydrological and indigenous
vegetation patterns that typify these landforms. The dune landforms
are largely unmodified with a ridge line that extends through to the Te
Hapua swamp area.

Transient values
- Moderate

Transient values are associated with seasonal hydrological patterns
and bird habitat range

Shared &
Recognised High

The land around the decommissioned sewage treat plant is
zoned open space (Pharazyn Reserve) with links to beach esplanade
areas. Other features recognised in the District Plan are: heritage
ecosites including the harakeke (kawakahia) wetland and Nga Manu
sanctuary wetland, swamp forest and kohe kohe-tawa forest (both of
regional significance). The kawakahia wetland is protected by QEII
covenant, recognised by Department of Conservation as a RAP site
and by the Wellington Regional Council under the Key Native
Ecosystems Programme. There are additional areas protected by
QEII covenant within the Nga Manu Reserve and on private land.
There are archaeological sites clustered along the dune landform,
associated with early Maori settlement, as recognised by the NZ
Archaeological Association. The area is a gateway to the less
populated ‘wilderness’ coastal areas, between Waikanae Beach and
Peka. Ngārara is an informal recreation resource, with Rutherford
Drive forming part of the coastal cycle way and public tracks providing
access to Pharazyn Reserve. Nga Manu Reserve is an important
tourism resource for the District with values enhanced by an active
community group.

Values to
tangata whenua
– Moderate
High

Linked with known pa sites along the Waimeha and Kukutauaki
Streams with the wetland system historically important as a mahinga
kai including eel weirs used by Muaupoko. Historic transport routes
are thought to have existed along the waterways, and where the
Waimea flowed behind the dunes and into the Waikanae River prior
to European excavation. Land at Ngārara was also previously owned
by Wi Parata, one of the first Maori Member of Parliament

Historical
associations High

The area is linked with early Maori (Muaupoko, Ati Awa and Ngati
Toa) and European settlement. It was the home of Wi Parata
(Waikanae was originally called Parata Township) and William Field a
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landowner, who had early conservation and tramping interests (Field
Hut). Wetland featured in art works by Frances Hodgkin’s (Fields
sister in-law). The area supported farming by Maori and Pakeha,
forestry and catchment modification (including a new outlet for the
Waimeha Stream commissioned by Field). Nga Manu Reserve was
established in the 1970s protecting areas retained through
generations of farming practices (Field and Smith).
Potential
Threats

Water catchment management-existing hydrological links and
freshwater values, earthworks including building platforms and
tracks, indigenous vegetation removal, [residential] developmentstructure typologies, location,
density, height etc, infrastructure upgrades-roading,
telecommunications, power, gas (existing line),
edge development typologies (existing context; rural character),
pest/weed populations
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Appendix 3: Visual Effects Table - Dwellings

Visual Effects Table - Dwellings (Refer to Figure 2 for location of dwellings)
ID

Address

Nature of
View* 7 and
distance* 8
from Site

Visual Effect* 9

Year 1

Notes

Year 10

A1

22 Alexander
Street

Partial

Low

Very Low

Vegetation associated with rear of
property. Retention of vegetation
immediately beyond property will filter
views towards entrance and associated
cuts. Potential upper view possible.

A2

20 Alexander
Street

Partial

Low

Very Low

Vegetation associated with rear of
property. Retention of vegetation
immediately beyond property will filter
views towards entrance and associated
cuts. Potential upper view possible.

A3

18 Alexander
Street

Partial

Low

Very Low

Vegetation associated with rear of
property. Retention of vegetation
immediately beyond property will filter
views towards entrance and associated
cuts. Potential upper view possible.

A4

25 Alexander
Street

Partial

Low

Very Low

Vegetation associated with rear of
property. Retention of vegetation
immediately beyond property will filter
views towards entrance and associated
cuts. Potential upper view possible.

A5

23 Alexander
Street

Partial

Low

Very Low

Vegetation associated with rear of
property. Retention of vegetation
immediately beyond property will filter
views towards entrance and associated
cuts. Potential upper view possible.

A6

19 Alexander
Street

Partial

Low

Very Low

Vegetation associated with rear of
property. Retention of vegetation
immediately beyond property will filter
views towards entrance and associated
cuts. Potential upper view possible.

A7

21 Alexander
Street

Partial

Low

Very Low

Vegetation associated with rear of
property. Retention of vegetation
immediately beyond property will filter
views towards entrance and associated
cuts. Potential upper view possible.

P1

26 Park Avenue

Glimpse

Low

Very Low

Heavily vegetated property with limited
views from house towards Site. Some

7

Nature of view: No View; Glimpse View; Partial View (i.e. up to 50% of the site visible) and Open View

8

Measurement taken from aerial photography and is from the house to the nearest non-complying part of the main building.

9

Visual Effect: Very Low; Low; Moderate-Low; Moderate; Moderate-High; High; Very High
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Visual Effects Table - Dwellings (Refer to Figure 2 for location of dwellings)
ID

Address

Nature of
View* 7 and
distance* 8
from Site

Visual Effect* 9

Year 1

Notes

Year 10
views towards the cuts and earthworks
possible.

P2

30 Park Avenue

Partial

Low

Very Low

Some potential views towards the cuts
and earthworks possible through
existing vegetation. Entrance gateway
maybe obliquely visible.

P3

30B Park Avenue

Partial

Low

Very Low

Some potential views towards the cuts
and earthworks possible through
existing vegetation.

P4

34 Park Avenue

Partial rear views

Low

Very Low

Some views towards the cuts and
earthworks possible.

P5

31 Park Avenue

Glimpse

Very Low

Very Low

House set back from the street and
intervening garden vegetation curtails
views

P6

33 Park Avenue

Glimpse

Very Low

Very Low

House set back from the street and
intervening garden vegetation curtails
views.

P7

35 Park Avenue

Glimpse

Very Low

Very Low

House set back from the street and
intervening garden vegetation curtails
views

P8

37 Park Avenue

Glimpse

Very Low

Very Low

House set back from the street and
intervening garden vegetation curtails
views

P9

39 Park Avenue

Glimpse

Low

Very Low

Single storey house with potential views
towards entrance. Intervening houses
and vegetation on opposite site of road
assisting in filtering views to upper parts
of Site.

T1

143 Te Moana
Road

Glimpse

Low

Very Low

Rear views through back garden
towards retained vegetated slopes.
Potential views of upper parts of
proposal.

T2

147 Te Moana
Road

Glimpse

Low

Very Low

Rear views through back garden
towards retained vegetated slopes.
Potential views of upper parts of
proposal..

T3

149 Te Moana
Road

Glimpse

Low

Very Low

Rear views through back garden
towards retained vegetated slopes.
Potential views of upper parts of
proposal.
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Visual Effects Table - Dwellings (Refer to Figure 2 for location of dwellings)
ID

Address

Nature of
View* 7 and
distance* 8
from Site

Visual Effect* 9

Year 1

Notes

Year 10

T4

155 Te Moana
Road

Glimpse

Low

Very Low

Rear views through back garden
towards retained vegetated slopes.
Potential views of upper parts of
proposal.

T5

157 Te Moana
Road

Glimpse

Low

Very Low

Rear views through back garden
towards retained vegetated slopes.
Potential views of upper parts of
proposal.

T6

163 Te Moana
Road

Glimpse

Low

Very Low

Rear views through back garden
towards retained vegetated slopes.
Potential views of upper parts of
proposal.

T7

165 Te Moana
Road

Glimpse

Low

Very Low

Rear views through back garden
towards retained vegetated slopes.
Potential views of upper parts of
proposal.

N1

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N2

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N3

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N4

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N5

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N6

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N7

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
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ID

Address

Nature of
View* 7 and
distance* 8
from Site

Visual Effect* 9

Year 1

Notes

Year 10
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N8

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N9

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N10

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N11

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N12

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N13

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N14

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N15

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N16

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N17

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.
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Visual Effects Table - Dwellings (Refer to Figure 2 for location of dwellings)
ID

Address

Nature of
View* 7 and
distance* 8
from Site

Visual Effect* 9

N18

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

N19

Partial

Low

Very Low

Unbuilt and built properties. Potential to
see front facing units and top parts of
main building. Planting on embankment
will mature and mitigate views.

Year 1

Notes

Year 10

F1

44 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal. House would typically be
orientated northwards and away from
the Site. Effects lessen as vegetation on
Site matures. Road connection would
mean an increase in vehicles visible.

F2

46 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal. House would typically be
orientated northwards and away from
the Site. Effects lessen as vegetation on
Site matures. Road connection would
mean an increase in vehicles visible.

F3

48 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening F1 &
F2 houses may curtail views. House
would typically be orientated northwards
and away from the Site. Effects lessen
as vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F4

42 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal. House would typically be
orientated northwards and away from
the Site. Effects lessen as vegetation on
Site matures. Road connection would
mean an increase in vehicles visible.

F5

40 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening F1 &
F4 houses may curtail views. House
would typically be orientated northwards
and away from the Site. Effects lessen
as vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F6

34 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal. House would typically be
orientated northwards and away from
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ID

Address

Nature of
View* 7 and
distance* 8
from Site

Visual Effect* 9

Year 1

Notes

Year 10
the Site. Effects lessen as vegetation on
Site matures. Road connection would
mean an increase in vehicles visible.

F7

38 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening F4,
F6 & F9 houses may curtail views.
House would typically be orientated
northwards and away from the Site.
Effects lessen as vegetation on Site
matures. Road connection would mean
an increase in vehicles visible.

F8

36 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening F1 &
F2 houses may curtail views. House
would typically be orientated northwards
and away from the Site. Effects lessen
as vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F9

32 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal. House would typically be
orientated northwards and away from
the Site. Effects lessen as vegetation on
Site matures. Road connection would
mean an increase in vehicles visible.

F10

30 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening F6 &
F9 houses may curtail views. House
would typically be orientated northwards
and away from the Site. Effects lessen
as vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F11

28 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal. House would typically be
orientated northwards and away from
the Site. Effects lessen as vegetation on
Site matures. Road connection would
mean an increase in vehicles visible.

F12

26 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal. House would typically be
orientated northwards and away from
the Site. Effects lessen as vegetation on
Site matures. Road connection would
mean an increase in vehicles visible.
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Visual Effects Table - Dwellings (Refer to Figure 2 for location of dwellings)
ID

Address

Nature of
View* 7 and
distance* 8
from Site

Visual Effect* 9

Year 1

Notes

Year 10

F13

29 Ferndale Drive

Glimpsed and
elevated

Very Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F14

27 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F15

4 Lamont Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F16

25 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F17

21 Ferndale Drive

No view

Very Low

Very Low

Limited views due to intervening
topography and houses on F7 and F8.
Road connection would mean an
increase in vehicles visible.

F18

23 Ferndale Drive

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F19

X Ferndale Drive

No view

Very Low

Very Low

Limited views due to intervening
topography and houses on F8 and F10.
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ID

Address

Nature of
View* 7 and
distance* 8
from Site

Visual Effect* 9

Year 1

Notes

Year 10
Road connection would mean an
increase in vehicles visible.

F20

3 Lamont Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F21

5 Lamont Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F22

2 Te Heke Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures. Road
connection would mean an increase in
vehicles visible.

F23

4 Te Heke Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures

F24

6 Te Heke Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures

F25

8 Te Heke Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures
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ID

Address

Nature of
View* 7 and
distance* 8
from Site

Visual Effect* 9

Year 1

Notes

Year 10

F26

10 Te Heke Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures

F27

12 Te Heke Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures

F28

14 Te Heke Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures

F29

16 Te Heke Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures

F30

18 Te Heke Place

Partial and
elevated

Low

Very Low

Elevated rear-views towards the top of
the proposal, however intervening
houses may curtail views. House would
typically be orientated northwards and
away from the Site. Effects lessen as
vegetation on Site matures
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